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What is DHCP?

• Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
• When you connect this is how the 

network gives you a valid address and 
other information

• Statically addressed hosts can use to 
obtain other information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RFC 2131: DHCP, March 1997Several refinements but still standard in force todayBased on bootp (RFC 951, Sept 1985) and based on extensions to its packet formatDhcp introduced the concept of an address lease, thus addresses can be pooled and assigned as needed



Why am I talking 
about DHCP at DCSS?

• DHCP is decades old.
• We’ve been running it for almost as 

long.
• Why do you care? Isn’t this just some 

low-level network nerd stuff?
• Truth is, when it’s working you don’t 

care, nor should you (too much)
• Failure experiences range from “can’t 

connect” to “very weird symptoms”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the slide where I try to convince you not to listen to meDHCP introduced October 1993 and current version is March 1997



Even old, working technology needs continual 
refinement and evolution because all the 
things around it change.



Topics

• How does it work? A simplified process
• A war story about two recent problems
• A change of service

• And some cute cat pictures so you don’t lose interest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
inform/disc bugrenew failureSome other potentially interesting information in the notes you can look at later



Simplified process
[Binding phase]

Network

2⃣ Responds with 
OFFER message

Client
1⃣ Connects and sends 
DISCOVER message

3⃣ Sends REQUEST 
message

4⃣ Completes 
transaction with 

ACKNOWLEDGE msg

WER IZ I?

CAN HAZ PLZ?

THANK U

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Client connects and sends Discover message (where am I?)Network responds with an Offer message (encumber address, is this what you want?)Technically, a client could receive many offers which would work ok if there were good ways to distinguish between themClient sends a Request message (address is acceptable, plz can haz?)Network completes transaction with Acknowledge message (you can use the address)



Simplified process part 2
[Renewing phase]

Network

2⃣ Responds with 
another 

ACKNOWLEDGE 
message

Client
1⃣ Sends another 
REQUEST message

… Time passes and the address comes up for renewal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… time passes and the address comes up for renewalClient sends another Request message (yup, I still want to use the address)Network responds with another Acknowledge message (sure! have it for some more time)



It’s really more complicated

• The “network” is a lot of things working together
DHCP servers (with redundancy and failover)
DHCP agents
Other elements that “snoop” DHCP for protection, performance, and security

• Not all client behavior is the same
• Lots of corner cases for streamlining and resilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The “network” is really several things. There are DHCP servers and DHCP agents. Other elements “snoop” DHCP for security and performance purposesNot all client behavior is the sameThere are a lot of corner cases to the process (for resilience, performance, and “security”)



War story #1: Can’t connect

• Report: some sites won’t load when first connected
• Investigation: working sites are IPv6, suspect DHCP
• Troubleshooting: packet capture – no OFFER from network,

but client sends INFORM message before DISCOVER
• Cause: DHCP agent (our routers) holding state and dropping OFFER
• Fix: small config change and several rounds of router upgrades

• Refinement and Evolution: changing client and agent behavior 
requires attention

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Users report some websites won’t load for a long time when they first connectInvestigation shows websites that work are all IPv6, clue that clients aren’t getting address from DHCPPacket capture shows clients never receive an Offer, but curiously their interaction starts with an Inform message. (Remember there’s lots of corner cases to the process.)Cause: DHCP agent (our routers) were holding state and this caused them to drop the Offer messageFix: small config change and multiple router upgradesWhat changed? Updated router code and changing client behavior for better performance and security



War story #2: Renew failure

• Report: users getting dropped connections
• Investigation: logs show repeating REQUEST and ACKNOWLEDGE 

messages, network going into DDoS protection for DHCP
• Problem: clients seem to be ignoring ACKNOWLEDGE message
• Observation: DHCP server address different between REQUEST and 

ACKNOWLEDGE?! This is possible in our configuration
• Hypothesis: client firewall is blocking response. Windows Defender 

Shields Up fits the symptoms, but also other OSs
• Counter-Hypothesis: valid server behavior per RFC, consider other 

causes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Users get dropped from the network at very inconvenient times like in the middle of a zoom callPacket capture shows a continuous stream of Request and Acknowledge messages.Network sometimes throws a Why are clients ignoring the Acknowledge?A close look at packet capture reveals the From: address of the Acknowledge is different from the To: address of the Request. Is this broken?RFC 2131, section 4.1 “...A server with multiple network address (e.g., a multi-homed host) MAY use any of its network addresses in outgoing DHCP messages.”So it’s consistent with the standard but is it breaking things?We did consider other causes for the failureSuspect client firewall. Windows Defender Shields Up mode fits the description but also affects othersVerification:Craft “corrected” response packet for test client <- fixed!Add Windows Defender rule to allow connections from DHCP servers <- fixed!Result: despite standards, changing environment forced by security results in failure.Adaptation: force DHCP server to respond from “correct” addressWhat worked is a couple of iptables Source NAT rules to fix-up the packetsUgly but not too hard to maintain



War story #2: Renew failure

• Test 1: craft “corrected” ACKNOWLEDGE message ← fixed!
• Test 2: modify Windows Defender with allow connection rule from 

DHCP server ← fixed!

• Fix: iptables source NAT rules to force server response from “correct” 
address 

• Refinement and Evolution: tighter security controls forced a 
narrower implementation than allowed by standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Users get dropped from the network at very inconvenient times like in the middle of a zoom callPacket capture shows a continuous stream of Request and Acknowledge messages.Network sometimes throws a Why are clients ignoring the Acknowledge?A close look at packet capture reveals the From: address of the Acknowledge is different from the To: address of the Request. Is this broken?RFC 2131, section 4.1 “...A server with multiple network address (e.g., a multi-homed host) MAY use any of its network addresses in outgoing DHCP messages.”So it’s consistent with the standard but is it breaking things?We did consider other causes for the failureSuspect client firewall. Windows Defender Shields Up mode fits the description but also affects othersVerification:Craft “corrected” response packet for test client <- fixed!Add Windows Defender rule to allow connections from DHCP servers <- fixed!Result: despite standards, changing environment forced by security results in failure.Adaptation: force DHCP server to respond from “correct” addressWhat worked is a couple of iptables Source NAT rules to fix-up the packetsUgly but not too hard to maintainMultiple fixes were tried. Iptables source NAT was the only thing that worked short of deploying a new network server



A change of service

• Old Service Policy: wired DHCP requires registered MAC address
(MAC address is the hardware identifier of the system)

• Rational: find responsible party to investigate suspicious traffic
• Complication: randomized MAC address, ease of spoofing, little 

additional value, not required on residential network

• Refinement and Evolution: remove policy and operate as open pool
“Recent technological developments and other initiatives have significantly decreased the accounting 
and security value provided by this application and introduced some potential client usability issues.”
KB0012569: https://4help.vt.edu/sp?id=search&q=KB0012569

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Past: Wired connections required registration of MAC address (the hardware identifier of systems)Security: Used to find an accountable party if we needed to investigate suspicious traffic“Recent technological developments and other initiatives have significantly decreased the accounting and security value provided by this application and introduced some potential client usability issues.”potentially randomized mac addressesThis was a hassle and didn’t provide much beyond what we already know by the portal it’s connected intoKB0012569: https://4help.vt.edu/sp?id=search&q=KB0012569

https://4help.vt.edu/sp?id=search&q=KB0012569


Open-pool DHCP 
service

• Everything is great now, right?
• WRONG!
• Problem: some depts run own DHCP servers and 

used MAC registration to avoid conflict
• Need: a way to avoid getting an Offer from the 

Open-pool DHCP service

N.B. departmental DHCP servers need registration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve eliminated the need for MAC registration BUT…A few departments run their own DHCP servers for more tailored system managementPotential conflict between DHCP serversNeed a way to avoid conflictReminder: departmental DHCP servers need to be registered so we can coordinate



Another service: DHCP Exclusion

• Preferred: Set client-id or vendor-class to “NIS_IGNORE”
• DHCP Exclusion Tool: Register MAC address 

https://portal.nis.vt.edu/#/exclusion-devices

• Did we gain anything?
• Improved usability for most
• Eliminate a local fork of DHCP server software
• Only managing 130 exclusions versus 34,000 registrations

• Collaborate: Considering running DHCP? Please talk to us first

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discuss your particular situation with NI&S in case there is some way we can serve your needs with our service.Preferred: set client-id or vendor-class to begin with “NIS_IGNORE” Works in real timeNot always possible or managableSecond method: Register for DHCP Exclusion (like MAC registration but has the opposite effect)DHCP Exclusion Tool: https://portal.nis.vt.edu/#/exclusion-devicesMAC exclusion isn’t real time. There may be delays between registering and taking effectMight seem like a wash. However, now managing 130 versus 34,000 MACs and we’ve eliminated a local fork of the DHCP software. Also improved usability for the majority.

https://portal.nis.vt.edu/#/exclusion-devices


Questions/Contact

• eric.brown@vt.edu
• 231-8696

All cat photo credits: @Shiitakeposting on Facebook
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